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BIG Opportunity Gap: many dead deals are NOT dead with better contractors and rehab crews
1.)  Get in touch with realtors and others with "dead" deals.
2.)  Take "bad" inspection report and send to group of screened rehabbers
3.)  Calibrate and repeat until you are doing deals or helping them do other deals

Construction Model: Motivated Sellers from Inspections 

11 Places To Find Deals and "Realtors" with deals:
HML - pending deals - backup offers - follow up with ALL investors buys - inspectors - sub contractors - 
investors - "wholesaler LCs" - realtor/MLS search - PMC - GCs 

Standard 19 Ways to Find Your 77s: 
Google - LinkedIN - Twitter - Search.Twitter.com - BP - FB groups - YouTube - Yahoo - Bing 
- Title Companies - County records - Signs - Contractors - Online Sponsor Ads - 
MLS/Realtor.com - PMC - CL - HML - BigReia.com/People
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"I'm in the middle of a kind of apprenticeship to learn home construction and I was wondering if you have deals 
that buyers 'pass' on because of a bad inspection or because they require too much work?

... Well I'd love to get a chance to take a crack at those if you don't mind?  Reading the inspection reports would 
be good practice for me and maybe somebody I'm shadowing can do the job and if so I'll make sure they use 
you to buy if you want...

Great so the next step would be maybe asking your investor and I have an email that I can send you for that..."

Text
Do you have "dead" deals that didn't pass inspection?  I'm working for a GC who can make cash offers with no 
inspection clause if you have houses like that. Thx
.”

Compliance With "Realtor" or Deal Source 
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Hi There,
You're getting this note because you paid for an inspection and as a result of what you found you are walking 
away from the deal.  I'm Michael and I'm getting into residential construction through an apprenticeship with a 
network of general contractors here in Indy.  

Would it be okay if I see the inspection and see if there is anything any of my mentors could do?  If nothing else 
it would be good practice for me and if there is a way to do the deal they'll definitely go through you and you 
can just hire them.

I'd really appreciate it - Thank you so much!  = )

Michael

Email to Buyer
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Process with CC Material:
Video - Books - Guide - Audio- Classes/Videos - PP/Testimonials - Intro and Hook

14 Ways To CREATE Deals:

Hit Your RL Then Swing for the Fences

City Historic Districts?
Do the work for them?                          
Gentrification potential?
Tear Down and Rebuild?                       
Convert to SFR, opposite?
Do they REALLY want to slum?             
Trade/Upgrade for better deals?           

Lot Value?
Use for SIGNS?
Do they need funds?
Possibly sweat equity?
Potential Eminent Domain?
Short Term Rental Potential?
Potential investor for other deals?
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"I'm in the process of learning the construction business because it can help me be better at the real 
estate and in working with people like you and building my team... 

... So right now I have about two realtors who send me those "impossible" deals that they are being told 
can't be done because of some problem on the inspection...

... I'm telling you that because if you want I can take the actual inspection report and the details and 
send it to you to see if you think there's a way to do it...

... Then I take that report and I check with my group of people like you to see if you have a way to do the 
deal and make it happen..."

Text/Email:
Hi, saw your ad online and I need to do an (unpaid) internship/apprenticeship with a GC to learn the 
construction business, could I volunteer for you?  Please let me know.  Thanks!

Compliance With Contractors: What to Say to Them
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1.) Build 77s list
2.) Get "Dead Deals" first
3.) Send/Create GC list to email/text inspection
4.) Follow up and TALK to them and get clear on GXM HELP
5.) Identify the best solutions (BIP) take to the to the seller/agent

10 Steps to Full Bad Inspection Model:
Process Iterations (3 Help Offers: Now - General - Doublers/Intros)

Repeat First Five Steps Until You Can Do These Five:
6.) Coordinate deals and Snowball Skill each time
7.) Each iteration take one more thing off their plate
8.) Continue to GXM and offer help to those NOT working with
9.) As you get deals continue to screen Providers/GCs until GREAT TEAM
10.) In less than 60-90 days you should have the ENTIRE Model in place and predictable

Taking BigReia Construction to 
$5-10M in The Next 12 Months

Making sure you hit 
10-30k/month in the process


